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Social Software for High Performance
Collaborative Working

OpusView drives innovation, improvement,
and transformation to successful outcomes

Powering Business Projects
Reduces the start to finish time of business projects.
Organizes project groups and clarifies goals.
Promotes faster access to organizational talent.
Dissolves silos through project work.
Motivates higher creativity and productivity levels.
Creates a digital memory which can be recalled anytime.
Produces documentation for project execution.

PRODUCTIVITY
Productivity is vital to business growth and development, and you need smart tools to support your business teams so
that they can achieve outstanding results. But how many of us are held back from getting on with our day-to-day jobs
because of the deluge of meetings, flood of emails, and disorganized and limited access to information?
Imagine a new way of working where you can reduce your meeting times, interruptions and get instant access to
business critical information on demand. A way of working where you can organize tasks, information, and data using
modules and pathways that are easy to navigate in one simple system, giving you a visual snapshot of your ongoing
projects. Imagine a way of working where you can support innovation, enhance competency levels across your
organization, evaluate decisions more effectively, and develop collective solutions.
OpusView provides instant visibility and information on the progress of ongoing business initiatives within your organization,
allowing you to set and complete tasks and seamlessly communicate with colleagues, suppliers, partners and customers
to achieve heightened productivity levels through team working.

From reducing meeting times to boosting capability, OpusView’s functionality will increase productivity
for individuals and teams across your business.

INNOVATION
In today’s competitive environment, businesses are under increasing pressure to innovate, grow, and improve their agility.
Innovation doesn’t just happen, it must be part of the culture and encouraged. You also need the tools to support
innovative thinking as well as the space to develop creativity. OpusView gives you the freedom to unleash your creativity
to build “know-how” and “do-how”.
You can quickly conceptualize new ideas using our unique mind mapping and sketching tools, notes, and discussions. You can
crowdsource from internal and external networks for real-time feedback to nurture your discoveries and innovation.
You can instantly capture and refine new concepts and ideas using unique workspaces. You can do anything you want to
be innovative – because OpusView is a flexible and adaptable solution that fits around your own individual way of working.

Innovation just became a whole lot simpler, giving you the space to think creatively and enjoy
more freedom.

COOPERATION
Imagine being able to collaborate not only across your organization or geographies, but also with external resources, and
stakeholders. This is when the collaborative process can truly bring results. And it’s more than just solidifying team dynamics
and developing relationships, it’s about the social fundamentals of sharing knowledge, ideas and concepts, and gathering
useful feedback.
With OpusView, enterprises and teams can work on business initiatives by leveraging know-how from across the organization
using social group structures. These can be self forming on an as-needed basis and work towards the given business
objective. OpusView empowers people to work with each other to achieve shared goals. This may mean completing
tasks, sharing knowledge, putting forward opinions, and solving problems. New levels of co-operation can be achieved
both internally and externally where company employees can work with customers, partners, and suppliers.
What’s more, you can work on, and share a multitude of business initiatives across your organization, drag and drop documents,
digital assets or mind maps into new workspaces with ease, and collaborate with anybody you need to in your networks.

With real-time conversations, feedback and voting, relevant resources and with a highly interactive
interface, stakeholders can efficiently contribute to reach effective results with OpusView.

KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge is power, but often it can be lost if there is no mechanism or process in place for pooling it and sharing it. With
OpusView, you have the tools to build an in-depth task relevant knowledge base for your company that can be accessed at
any time and by anyone you want to share it with.
With OpusView, you can have a scalable learning environment for your team, suppliers, customers, and stakeholders.
Now you can easily develop and share collective intelligence across your organization. Using search in OpusView you
can quickly reference resources from business initiatives at any time and literally access information at your fingertips. No
longer does knowledge have to leave your business when an employee does, instead you can build a digital knowledge
bank for everyone associated with your business, so everyone can be more confident to get on with their jobs more productively.

Empower your staff, empower your business, and use your business knowledge to save time,
respond faster and reduce costs.
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